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AN EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FOR ELECTRON TRANSFER
IN PHOTOSYSTEM II ACCEPTOR COMPLEX:

AN APPLICATION TO CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII
CELLS OF D1 MUTANTS AND THOSE TREATED WITH

FORMATE*

BY

Reto J. STRASSER1, Peter EGGENBERG1, Klaus PFISTER2 & GOVINDJEE3

Key Words: Chlorophyll fluorescence decay; Photosystem II, Electron acceptor complex.
Herbicide resistance; D1 mutants; (Chlamydomonas remhaidtu).

ABSTRACT

Chlorophyll a fluorescence yield decays in photosynthetic systems, after single-turnover flashes,
are usually analyzed in terms of three or four exponentials related to several pathways for reoxidation
°f [QaI- We term this the independent decay model. In this paper we have examined these fluorescence
decays in the wild type and five mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtn in an alternate fashion that we
call the equilibrium model since it includes apparent equilibria reactions between QAQB and QaQb as

well as electron flow out of the QaQb complex. It is, however, based on the assumption that the rate
constants of binding and unbinging of plastoquinone cancel out and don't affect the results. This
analysis allows us to predict average lifetime for the forward electron transfer (Tab) from QA to QB and

Qb, the apparent equilibrium constant (kab/kba), the average lifetime (TpQ> of electron flow out of PS II,
mainly to the plastoquinone (PQ) pool, and the ratio of slow to fast photosystem II reaction centers A
comparison of these results with those obtained by the independent decay model (Govindjee et al.,
1992) will also be presented.

In view of the fact that three independent parameters (Tab, Tba and Tpg) are calculated in this

paper from a single measurement of Chi a fluorescence yield decay, the following results are presented
here so that they may be checked by other measurements and methods Assuming the intersystem
energy transfer parameter, p, to be 0.5, the D1 mutants Ar-207 (F255Y)4, Br-202 (L275F), and Dr-18
(V219I) had an almost unimpaired forward electron transfer (QAQB<_) —> QAQH(=1) lifetime (Tab, 600 -
950 ps), and an almost unchanged ratio (0.1 - 0.2) of the slow to the fast PS II centers compared to that
of wild type. However, the mutants Ar-204 (G256D) and DCMU-4 (S264A) had a several fold higher
forward electron transfer lifetime (2,000 ps), altered apparent equilibrium constant for QAQB QaQb
reaction (lowest in S264A and G256D, intermediate in V219I, and highest in F255Y), and an

abnormally high ratio (0.6 - 0.8) of the slow to the fast PS II centers.

* This paper is based on an oral presentation by the authors at the scientific session of the Societe
de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve on June 18, 1992.

'Laboratoire de Bio6nerg6tique, Station de Botanique, University de Geneve, CH-1254 Jussy,
Switzerland; 2Agrochemical Division, CIBA-GEIGY Co., CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland, and departments

of Physiology & Biophysics and Plant Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, IL
61801, U.S.A.

Correspondence: Reto J. Strasser, Laboratoire de Bio6nergytique, Station de Botanique,
University de Genyve, CH-1254 Jussy, Switzerland FAX: 41-22-759-1945.

4 Mutants were named as follows: name of the wild type amino acid in single letter code,
followed by the number of the ammo acid and then the single letter code of the mutated amino acid
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Addition of 100 or 200 mM formate led to an increase in the lifetime of the forward (QA to QB)
electron transfer in the wild type (from 640 to 990 ps) and in the five mutants, with the largest change
in the S264A (from 1,400 ps to ~ 30 ms), and the smallest in the L275F (from 950 ps to 1.4 ms)
mutant Formate treatment (bicarbonate depletion) also led to an increase in the lifetime of the electron
transfer to the PQ pool by a factor of 1.5 to 5 depending upon the mutant, a decrease in the apparent
equilibrium constant for QAQB QAQß reaction (by a factor of 2 to 6) and a noticeable increase in the
fraction of slow centers. All effects were reversed by 20 mM bicarbonate.

We confirm the earlier conclusion of Govindjee et al (1992) that the amino acid S264, but not
F255 and V219, plays an important role in the binding and the function of bicarbonate and

plastoquinone in PS II. The roles of L275 and of G256 remain to be further examined since L275
showed much smaller formate/bicarbonate effect than the wild type and since aspartic acid is drastically
different from glycine in G256D.

RESUME

La decomposition des emissions de fluorescence de la chlorophylle a des systemes photo-
synthetiques apres un flash unique saturant est d'habitude analysee par trois ou quatre exponentielles,
qui sont en relation avec les differents modes de r6oxidation du [QA] Ce modfeie est appeie le modele
independant de decomposition. Dans la presente publication nous avons teste ces decompositions des

Emissions de fluorescence chez Chlamydomonas remhatdtu (type sauvage et cinq mutants) d'une
manibre difftirente que nous appellerons le module d'equilibre, car nous tenons compte des reactions
d'equilibres apparents entre le QAQB et QAQB et, en plus, d'un flux d'electrons quittant le complexe
QaQb. Ce module suppose que les constantes de vitesse de liaison et de ddgagement de la

plastoquinone s'andantissent et n'influencent pas les res u I tats Cette analyse nous permet la prediction
du temps de vie moyen pour le transport d'electrons en avant (Tab) du QA vers le QB et le QB, la

constante d'equilibre apparente (kab/kba), le temps de vie moyen (tPq) d'electrons quittant le PS II,
essentiellement vers le pool de la plastoquinone (PQ) ainsi que le rapport entre les centres rapides et

lents du photosysteme II. Nous presenterons en plus une comparaison de ces resultats avec ceux
obtenus par le modele independant (Govindjee et al 1992)

Du fait que dans la presente publication les trois parametres independants (Tab, Tba et tPq) sont
obtenus ä partir d'une seule mesure de decomposition des emissions de fluorescence de la chl a, nous
presentons nos rdsultats pour qu'ils puissent etre verifies par d'autres mesures et methodes Si l'on suppose
que le parametre de transfert d'energie (p) entre les systemes est de 0 5, les mutants Dl Ar-207 (F255Y)1,
Br-202 (L175F)et Dr-18 (V219I) montrent un transfert d'energie en avant (QAQB'~* —> QAQB'=')
pratiquement inchange (temps de vie moyen Tab 600 - 950 ps) et, en plus, un rapport des centres
reactionnels du PS II rapides et lents pratiquement egal ä 0.1 ä 0.2 en comparaison avec le type
sauvage. Par contre, chez les mutants Ar-204 (G256D) et DCMU-4 (S264A), on observe un temps de

vie moyen du transport d'electrons en avant augmente plusieurs fois (Tab 2'000 ps), des constantes
d'equilibre apparentes du QAQB QaQb m°difiees (la plus faible chez S264A et G256D, intermediaire
chez V219I et la plus eievde chez F255Y), et des rapports exceptionnellement eleves (0.6 - 0.8) de

centres reactionnels rapides et lents du PS II
L'adjonction de formiate ä 100 ou 200 mM provoque une augmentation du temps de vie du

transport d'electrons en avant (QA vers QB) chez le type sauvage de 640 ä 990 ps ainsi qu'aux cinq
mutants testds Le plus grand changement est observe chez S264A (de 1 4 ä —30 ms), le plus petit chez
L275F (de 950 ps ä 1.4 ms). Le traitement au formiate (appauvnssement en bicarbonate) conduit ä une

augmentation du temps de vie pour le transport d'electrons vers le pool de la PQ de 1.5 ä 5 fois selon le

mutant, une diminution des constantes d'equilibre apparentes de la reaction QAQB QAQß d'un
facteur de 2 ä 6 ainsi qu'ä une augmentation remarquable en centres lents Tous ces effets sont
reversibles par le bicarbonate.

1 Les mutants sont designes comme suit: en tete le nom de l'acide amine (en code de lettre unique)
du type sauvage suivi par le nombre de l'acide amine, ensuite le code de l'acide amine mute
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INTRODUCTION

Chlorophyll a (Chi a) fluorescence yield decay, after a saturating single-turnover
flash, is often used to monitor electron transfer from QA to QB or QB, where, QA and

Qb are primary and secondary plastoquinones of Photosystem II (PS II) [Lavorel and

Etienne 1977, van Gorkom 1986, Eaton-Rye and Govindjee 1988]. When reaction

center Chi a of PS II is in the reduced state, P^gQ, Chi a fluorescence yield is low when

[Qa] is high and high when [QA] is low [Duysens and Sweers 1963, van Gorkom
1986], Analyses of such measurements provide information on the functioning of the

electron acceptor side of the PS II [Cao and Govindjee 1990, Etienne et al. 1990].
Such analyses are usually in terms of three or four exponential decays. We have dubbed
this analysis to be independent decay analysis or the model used for the analysis to be

independent decay model. In this paper, we have examined a specific analysis that we
call an equilibrium model. We also present an equivalence between the two models that

we suggest should be tested with further analysis and experimentation. A comparison
between the results obtained by the independent model (Govindjee et al. 1992) and

those by the equilibrium model (this paper) are also presented. The test material was

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild type cells, five D1 herbicide-resistant mutants of the

same, and formate-treated cells.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Wild type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells and five D1 mutants (V2191, F255Y,
G256D, S264A and L275F) were grown autotrophically in a tris-phosphate medium

[Gorman and Levine 1965, Govindjee et al. 1991] for 2 days at 25°C (day) and 22°C

(night). Cultures were illuminated for 16 h with fluorescent white light and kept in
darkness for 8 h. When formate was used it was at a concentration of 100 or 200 mM,
and was added in dark. A minimum of 15 min dark incubation preceded measurements.

The decay of Chi a fluorescence yield was measured exactly as described earlier

[Govindjee et al. 1992] (Fig. 1). The dark time was 30 s between 16 sets of measurements

averaged, but the dark time between each flash was 1 s. The curve fitting was
made using the commercial non-linear data analysis program ENZFITTER [Leather-
barrow 1987]. For curve fitting the data sets were reduced to 250 data points using a

smoothing program with a logarithmic time scale with more points at short and less

points at long time intervals in order to precisely determine the parameters for the fast

components. Datapoints up to 170 ps were discarded in order to avoid any gating or
other artifacts.

THEORY AND ANALYSIS

Chi a fluorescence yield decays with, at least, triphasic kinetics (see e.g. [Cao and

Govindjee 1990, Etienne et al. 1990]). The slow kinetics with a lifetime in the 1-2 s

range has been suggested to be due mainly to a back reaction of QA with the oxygen
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Fig. 1.

Schematic diagram defining the fluorescence signals used in the text. F maximum fluorescence
F0 minimum fluorescence when all QA is in the oxidized state; F, experimental fluorescence decay
Fs,ow > 1 s component, reflecting the slow PS II centers.

evolving state S2 in the centers in which QA is not connected to QB and the PQ pool
and, thus, includes the kinetics of the so-called inactive (non QB) PS II centers [Melis
1991], On the other hand, the decay of Chi a fluorescence yield in subms times after z

single turnover flash reflects the kinetics of reoxidation of QA by QB (after 1st flash) 01

by Qb (after 2nd flash) [see e.g. Robinson and Crofts 1987J. At longer times (mi
range) the variable fluorescence reflects the variable [QA] which is in equilibrium with

Qb [see e.g. Crofts and Wraight 1982]. Furthermore fractions of centers that contair

empty QB sites bind plastoquinone from the PQ pool forming QAQB. Thus;

QÄ +PQ(PQpoo.)=n QAQB =b QAQB £</
koff kba
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Here, kon and koff are rate constants for the binding and unbinding of the PQ
molecule to the QB site and kab and kba are the forward and backward rate constants for
electron flow between QAQB and QaQb- The net conversion rate of QAQB to QaQb is

much faster than that for the binding of PQ. As noted above, the fastest decay

component is associated with QaQb conversion to QAQB, the ms and the s components,
without further precision, with the equilibrium [QA] that includes the component of
[Qa] recombining with S2 state in slow and/or inactive PS II centers.

1. Independent decay model

Even though the reaction scheme of Eq. (1) corresponds to our current
understanding of the acceptor side (without the protonation events) of PS II, its

application to the measured Chi a fluorescence decay is not obvious. However, the

fluorescence decay curves can be deconvoluted in terms of three empirical and

independent first order exponentials (see e.g. Cao and Govindjee 1990). We have

termed this the independent decay model, and it reveals, in our view, three empirical
amplitudes of three components (Afast, A|ntermediate and Asiow) and their empirical
lifetimes (Tfast, TintenT1ediate an<^ Tslow)'

F(t) ~ F° r _ _ -i— —- I Afast e 'Afast + Aim e t/Tim + Aslow e ^slow I Eq. (2)
"max 0

Here F(t) fluorescence yield at time t, Fmax maximum fluorescence yield; F0

minimum fluorescence yield; A's represent the relative amplitudes and t's the lifetimes
of fast, intermediate (int) and slow components; and Afast + Amt + AS|0W 1. Equation
(2) gave excellent fits with ts|ow 1 - 2 s, but within the measuring interval (maximum
20 ms) and the observed noise level, it cannot be distinguished from ts1ow of infinity.
Thus, As)ow • e_t/,Tslow could be replaced simply by the asymptote:

^slow — f'slow I (^max - FQ).

With this model one is unable to directly relate the above defined parameters to

specific reactions of PS II, although the Tfast may mainly refer to average lifetime of
reoxidation of QA by QB and QB and the ratio of the Aslow/Aint/Afast to the ratio

QAinactive/QA /QaQb at t'11"2 zero- Results, obtained by the independent decay model,
on wild type and five D1 mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii have been published
elsewhere (Govindjee et al. 1992).

2. The "one way model"

According to the biochemical reaction scheme in equation 1, it is possible to obtain
a direct link to the empirical independent model: assuming that plastoquinone is in
excess and that kon » koff; kab » kba and kba » kon, then the biphasic fluorescence decay
becomes a sum of two exponentials on the top of a slow (ts)ow > 2s) decay as in the
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independent model. The QA with a vacant site for QB (QA reacts with plastoquinone
in a pseudo first order reaction to QAQB which is transformed to QAQB- This two step
reaction is governed by the rate limiting step, therefore, by kon (experimentally by Tint).

QaQb decays immediately as a real first order reaction to yield QAQB- This reaction is

governed by kab (experimentally by Tfast).

This model allows an estimate of the relative concentrations of QA, and QAQB at
time zero as well as an estimate of the forward reactions defined by kon and kab. This
model does not explicitely consider any equilibria as do the following models.

3. The equilibrium model

We present below what we believe is a more realistic approach: to derive a

mathematical relationship based on equation (1) considering, in particular, the

equilibrium reaction QAQB QaQb> a°d< then, to fit the experimental fluorescence

yield decay data with that predicted by the calculated equations. We have termed this
the equilibrium model.

Equation (1) can be rewritten to include a rate constant kPQ for electron transfer to
the PQ pool and/or a leak (Eq. 3). The latter is justified even for our first flash data
because in intact cells a significant fraction of centers remain in QB state in the dark
[see e.g. Xu et al. 1989], and thus, electron transfer to the PQ pool does occur. Electron
transfer from the QAQB to the PQ pool occurs only after two electrons have
accumulated on Qb2~ and QBH2 has been formed.

r~ kon k_b kpQ
[Qa-+PQ(PQ-P001) QaQb QaQbI PQpool Eq. (3)

off ba J

After a flash, QA is formed in three types of centers: (a) slow or inactive (QA -non
Qb) PS II centers; ;(b) active PS II centers in which QB is not bound (labeled as Qx J);

and (c) active PS II centers in which QB is bound (QAQB). In (a) decay of QA is slow

(Tsiow > 1 s) ar,d during °ur measurement, it is essentially constant. In (b), no
fluorescence yield change occurs; and in (c) decay of [QA] occurs as affected by
reactions shown in equation (3). The rate constants kon and koff cancel out when an

equilibrium situation related to PQ binding and unbinding and those related to QA
equilibrium with QB are considered. If this assumption turns out to be incorrect, further
modifications will have to be made.

Analysis of changes in total [QA] as [QA+ QÄQbJ 'n Eq- (3), thus, leads to the

following solution for the fraction of closed centers at time t:

q(t) r7pfmax °k" ttW) [kba + kab e "t<kab + e kpQ + Aslow Eq. (4)
L^AJ t=0 ab ba

Here A - ^A^r>2s
nere,/\slow- r„-,max[QAJ t=0
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Assuming that the probability of energy transfer, among PS II units, p 0 (see appendix),

-Fffl~F° (1~Aslow) kab [>1 (kab + kba + kPQ>l +
(1~Aslow) kba

e"1 kPQ + As)ow
^"max~^0 kab kba kab kba

Eq. (5)

F(t) and F0 are available from the data, and these experimental data are fitted with
Fmax, and the three rate constants kab, kba and kPQ, directly or after conversion into [QA]
assuming p 0.5 (Joliot and Joliot 1964); also see appendix.

Since the first term will give higher preexponential and smaller lifetime than the

second term, an equivalence between the independent decay (Eq. 2) and the equilibrium
model (Eq. 5) may be suggested. The equivalence is:

A ^ ~~ Asl0\v) ^ab r. ,f A \
fast s k +k

E(t- <6A)
ab + ba

fast
*

Eq. (6B)
kab + kba+kPQ £q (£)

Aslow) kba
r- tc.n\

int " Z TT E<1- <6C)
ab + ba

1

k,
Eq. (6D)

PQ

Thus,

Afast kab
_ jf

A k~ ~ Keq Eq. (7)
int ba v w

1 1 Kea
kab -- - — Eq- (8A)

fast int eq

kba - (T— " T1-) .-4- (8B)
fast Tint 1 +

eq

Eq. (8)

With the above equivalence, it is possible to understand the differences in results

by the independent decay model (Govindjee et al. 1992) and the equilibrium model

(this paper). With the assumptions made in this paper, only equation (5) can provide
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information on kab and kba separately. Whether the values, predicted in this paper, are

true rate constants remains to be established by direct measurements of the quinone
complexes. Furthermore, to obtain a complete picture, new analyses are needed that will
include separate data for QA to QB or QB electron flow as well as the effects of
protonation and of the binding and unbinding of plastoquinone at the QB-site.

4. The two equilibria model

This model is the full mathematical description of the biochemical reaction scheme

of equation 1. It has been elaborated by Baroli (1992) and by Crofts et al. (1992). A
single fluorescence decay curve does not allow one to solve the equations. Additional
information is needed as reported by these authors. As the reaction scheme of equation
1 ends with an equilibrium, the concentration of QA (with or without QB) can never
reach true zero after any illumination. This means that the fluorescence decay curve
should not reach the F0 level of dark adapted cells with all reaction center being open!
Since the original F0 level is restored after a flash, we introduced an additional 'one
way' reaction with the rate constant kPQ in our equilibrium model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the four models mentioned earlier, we discuss our results here only according to
the two extreme versions i.e., the independent model and the equilibrium model.

Wild type cells

Table 1 shows the calculated results from the independent (Govindjee et al. 1992)

as well as equilibrium models (this paper) for the various kinetic parameters for the wild
type cells of C. reinhardtii. The major observations are: (/) No significantly large
differences occur in the parameters when [QA] (p 0.5) is used or direct fluorescence (p

0) is used. The ratio of Afast: Aint: Aslow is about 0.65: 0.20 : 0.15 and the ratio of slow
to fast centers is 0.20-0.24. (2) The predicted average Tab (as l/kab), for electron flow
from Qa to Qb and to QB, is about two times higher than Tfast (640 ps vs 320 ps, p 0.5

and 410 ps vs 260 ps, p 0). This is fully understandable in terms of Equation 6B. The

predicted Tba (as l/kba) is about 1,200 ps, tPq (as l/kPg) is 1600 - 1800 ps and apparent

Keq is 2-3. This agrees with the Afast/Aim being about 3 (Eq. 7). Further direct
measurements of the quinone complexes are needed to confirm the validity of these

predictions.

Qa decay curves and calculated parameters

Fig. 2 shows fluorescence decay curves for the wild type and four mutants (L275F,
F255Y, S264A and G256D) after the third flash (after Govindjee et al. 1992). The data

points, and the best fits of both the models to the data, are shown in the figure.
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0
0 5 10 15 20

Time ms

Fig. 2.

Chlorophyll fluorescence decay after the last of the three flashes in the wild type and four D1 mutants
(F255Y: Ar-207; L275F: Br-202; S264A: DCMU-4; G256D: Ar-204) of C remhaidtu. Drawn lines are

fits for the data (see Tables 1 and 2 for values of constants and other parameters). Dark adapted cells were
exposed to 3 flashes (dark time between Hashes, Is); after 30 s dark time, another set of 3 flashes was

given, and then, 16 sets were averaged for the last of the three flashes. (After Govindjee el al 1992).

Calculated parameters for p 0 and p 0.5 for both the models are shown in Table 2.

The major effects, or the absence of the effects, of the mutations are obvious: V219I,
F255Y and L275F are like the wild type (cf. with Table 1). Thus, these amino acids may
be of marginal importance for the electron transfer from QA to QB and for the QB

binding. However, in the G256D and S264A mutants the fast fluorescence component is

slower and the amplitude of this component is larger than that in the wild type, as

already shown earlier (Govindjee et al. 1992).
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Rate constant for forward electron transfer from Qa to Qb

In intact cells, the ratio of QB to QB, prior to the flash, is about 1, and thus an

average of Tab for QAQg to Q^Qg and Q^Qg t0 QaQb2- 's monitored after almost all

the flashes (see e.g. Xu et al. 1989). The calculated lifetime of the fast decay component
(Tfas,) from Equation 2 is not the lifetime of the Q^Qg to QaQb reaction, but, instead,

the inverse of the sum of the rate constants kab + kba + kPq (see Equation 6B). The
value of Tfast [or l/(kab + kba + kPg)] and Tint (using Equation 2) for p 0, after the third
flash, are summarized in Table 2. Interestingly, after the third flash, there is no large
difference in Tfast (or l/kab + kba + kPq)], but there is a hierarchy (values ± 0.2 ms) in

Tint (or l/kPg) among the mutants: F255Y < V219I < L275F < S264A < G256D. The

Tfast and the Tint of the S264A mutant were larger by 2 and 3 times than those of the

wild type (cf. Tables 1 and 2). If the fluorescence yield is converted into [QA] (p 0.5),

qualitatively a similar picture is obtained (see Table 2). The Tfast and the Tint of the

S264A mutant were larger by 2.5 to 5 times than those of the wild type. The lifetime of
the forward reaction (Tab) (i.e., l/kab), an average for QaQb t0 QaQb anc* QaQb t0

QaQb2", can be estimated from Equation 5 (see Table 2). Its hierarchy among the

mutants, after the third flash, for p 0, is: wild type F255Y V2191 < L275F <
G256D S264A.

The Tab of S264A was 2.5 times that of wild type. This is in agreement with the

conclusion of Etienne et al. (1990). Results in Table 2 show that G256D also had

longer Tab. Although the exact values (± 50 |as) of Tab change slightly when fluorescence

yields are converted into [QA] (p 0.5), the hierarchy of the mutants does not change

significantly (the Tab of the S264A and G256D mutants was about 3.5 times that of the

wild type).

The equilibrium constant

Etienne et al. (1990) had suggested that in several D1 mutants (S264A/F255L;
S264A; A255V/F211S) of Synechocystis 6714, the high fluorescence yield in the ms

range, after the flash, was due to a decrease in the equilibrium constant (Keq kab/kba).

In S264A of C. reinhardtii, however, high fluorescence yield in the ms range after the

flash was suggested to be due mainly to a decreased kab, not due to a change in Keq.
Results, discussed above, suggest that Keq may also be altered in S264A. The ratio of
kab to kba is Keq and is equivalent to the ratio of Afast/Aim from equation 7. This

equivalence is borne out by our results (Table 2). For example, the hierarchy in Keq
(identical to Afast/Aint, ± 0.2) among the mutants, after the third flash, is: F255Y wild

type L275F > V219I > S264A G256D. The calculated ratio of Keq in the wild type
to that in the S264A mutant was 6 (p 0.5) or 4 (p 0).

In summary, our predictions, based on the equilibrium model, are that in both
S264A and G256D mutants of C. reinhardtii, in contrast to other mutants (L275F,
V219I and F255Y) rate constants kab and kPq as well as the apparent equilibrium
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constant (Keq kjb/kbd) are 2 to 6 times smaller As already discussed by Govindjee et al.
(1992) several authors (see e g Gleiter et al 1989, Ohad et al 1989, Toaka and Crofts
1990) have observed that other herbicide resistant D1 mutants ot cyanobactena, green
algae and higher plants, also have reduced equilibrium constants of QaQb QaQb
reaction.

The ratio of slow to fast PS II centers

It is generally accepted that the slow (second range) component of Chi a

fluorescence yield decay reflects S2QA to reaction as it is also observed in DCMU-
treated samples (see eg Eaton-Rye and Govindjee 1988), and that a portion of this

component is suggested to belong to inactive PS II centers (see review by Mei is 1991).

Van Rensen and Spatjens (1986) had indeed shown that a herbicide-resistant mutant of
Chenopodtum album had a higher proportion of ß centers ('inactive') However, it is

not possible to know, without additional measurements, what proportion of the slow

component is due to the inactive centers. When the total number ot centers was
normalized to 1, the ratio of slow to fast components was quite high (0 6 to 0.9 ± 0.1) in
the S264A and G256D mutants as compared to the other three mutants and the wild
type (0.11 to 0.19). This pattern is independent ot the equations used to fit the data.

Thus, G256D and S264A have the largest fraction of slow PS II centers among the five
mutants examined, and, this is one of the reasons for high [QA) at longer times after the

flash. Our results on G256D and S264A mutants may suggest a possibility that even a

single amino acid mutation may cause structural changes leading to an increase in the

fraction of 'slow' centers (Govindjee et a! 1992). Such phenomena are not surprising
in view of the results on mutants of photosynthetic bacteria (see a review by
Deisenhofer and Michel 1991).

BiCARBONATE-REVFRSIBLE FORMATE EI FECT

A bicarbonate-reversible formate effect exists on the electron acceptor side of PS II
(see Blubaugh and Govindjee 1988). This effect is clearly on the QaQb complex (see

eg. Eaton-Rye and Govindjee 1988). Thus, formate-treated wild type and the

herbicide-resistant D1 mutants of C retnhardtu were used for the further application of
our equilibrium model.

A bicarbonate (20 mM)-reversible formate (100-200 mM) effect had already been

observed in the wild type and the five mutants tested (see Govindjee et al 1992); cf with
Table 4. Analysis oflhe |QA] data of Govindjfe et al (1992), using Equation 5 (Table 3),

showed that the lifetime of the forward reaction (Tdb), as compared to that of the wild

type, was increased 30 times in S264A followed by 3 times in V219I and 1.5 times in
L275F. In agreement with the conclusion of Table 1, Tab's (calculated by the equilibrium
model) are much larger than the Tfasl (calculated by the independent decay model)
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Furthermore, the relationship between Keq and Afast/Aim is also borne out. However,
results from both analyses are qualitatively comparable to the differential sensitivity of
bicarbonate-reversible formate effect on Chi a fluorescence transient in the same D1

mutants (Govindjee et al. 1991). The effect on the amplitude of the fast component was

however much less (only 2 fold) and less discriminatory among mutants. In addition,

Keq and tPq reversibly decreased and increased, also to varying degree upon formate

treatment without much discrimination among mutants. Qualitatively, however, these

results confirm the importance of L275 and S264 in the bicarbonate-reversible formate
effect (Govindjee et al. 1991, 1992). Furthermore, the effect of formate seems to mimic
the effect of S264A mutation: a decreased Afast, an increased Aslow, an increased Tint, an

increased Tab, an increased tPq and a decreased Keq. Since formate is expected to

remove bicarbonate, it seems logical to suggest that S264 functions in conjunction with
bicarbonate to aid in the production of plastoquinol.

Concluding remarks

Using wild type and five herbicide-resistant D1 mutants of Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, we have compared the results of analyses of chlorophyll a fluorescence

decay by an independent decay model (see Govindjee et al. 1992) and that by an

equilibrium model (discussed in this paper). The latter, not the former, model is capable
of providing information on the rate constants of electron flow from QA to QB*_' and

for the rate constant for PQ reduction provided the assumption that the plastoquinone
binding/unbinding at the QB site does not affect the results is correct. Both models

provide information on the apparent equilibrium constant for QAQB QaQb reaction.
We are fully aware that the current equilibrium model needs to be further refined in
order to include (a) separately electron flow from QA to QB and from QA to QB; and (b)
the protonation events involved in PQ reduction. Furthermore, methods must be found
to separate the electron 'leak' (i.e., electrons going into dissipative processes) from the

reduction of plastoquinone in the PQ pool and to assess the impact of plastoquinone
binding and unbinding at the QB site. More importantly, it is obvious to us that

predictions from an analysis of a single fluorescence decay curve of the major rate

constant needs testing and confirmation by other independent means. Furthermore,

quantitative, and even qualitative, differences between those reported here (also see

Govindjee et al. 1992) and those by Baroli (1992) and by Etienne et al. (1990) must be

understood before final conclusions on the D1 mutants of C. reinhardtii can be made.
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Appendix

On the question of conversion of Chi a fluorescence yield to [QA]

It has been shown earlier that the fraction of the closed reaction centers (q(tj) is

empirically related, in a hyperbolic manner, to the relative variable Chi a fluorescence

yield, normalized to the maximum variable fluorescence yield, V(t), as follows:

V F(tl~F° 5« Eq. (A. 1)
Fmax"Fo 1 + constant (l-q(t))

where, F(t) fluorescence yield at time t, Fmax maximum fluorescence yield when all

[Qa] 's reduced QA, QA, F0= minimum fluorescence yield when all [QA] is oxidized

Qa. The empirical constant c in Eq. (A.l) is equal to:

Cj p / (1-p) (Joliot and Joliot 1964),

P • FV/Fmax
^

P • Fv/F°
(Paillotin 1978),

'-P'Fv/Fmax 1 + (1-p) - Fv/F0

or cs p • Fv/F0 (Strasser 1978, 1981),

The correlation of the three different concepts is as follows:

1 1 1

+ Eq. (A.2)

where p probability of excitation energy transfer among PS II units, and Fv variable
fluorescence yield (F(t) - F0). In this paper, we have used the simplest of the three

equations, i.e. that of Joliot and Joliot (1964), as has been done elsewhere (Xu et al.
1989, Govindjee et al. 1992) using the definition q^ [QA](t)/[QA| :

U-P)q(t)
V(t) — — Eq. (A.3)

i - pq(t)

It is obvious from Eq. A.3 that the relative variable fluorescence of the system under

consideration is equal to the fraction of closed reaction centers if no energy transfer occurs
from one PS II to another, i.e., p 0. However, if p has a positive value, is a hyperbolic

function of q. We have used both p 0 and p 0.5 in our analyses in this paper.
The transformation of the experimental available fluorescence into q^ relative

concentrations of QA can be done in different ways when different species of QA are

considered in the model:
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1. Transformation of the total experimental relative fluorescence V(t) into an average
total relative concentration of all species of QA

[^inactive + Qa + QaQb] <«>

q L

[QA,nact.ve + Qa + QaQb] <=°

This type of conversion, however, should only be used if there is a guarantee that
the relative variable fluorescence of the sample versus the fraction of closed
reaction centers q(tj is a hyperbolic function according to Eq. (A.3). Using DCMU
treated samples, the relative area growth of the kinetics (Fmax-F(t)) can be taken as

a measure for q((). The plot V(t) versus q(t) should now show a hyperbolic shape as

predicted by Eq. (A.3). This condition is only fulfilled in very rare and special
cases. A deconvolution into different unit types already at the level of the

fluorescence signal is required.
2. The total experimental variable fluorescence F(t)-F0 is first considered as the sum

of individual components of variable fluorescences which, in a second step, is

individually converted into a relative concentration of a QA species by the fitting
program. This type of transformation takes care of the heterogeneity of photo-
synthetic units already at the level of the fluorescence emission behaviour of each

type of unit as reported earlier for small, big and grouped units (Strasser 1981).
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